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Welcome!
The KZG Performance Center is a world class golf facility for club fitting. Just like you
choose shoes that fit well, you should choose clubs that fit well. Clubs that match your
swing and body type.
At the KZG Performance Center, we have over 7,000 combinations of clubs to
perfectly fit every golfer from Beginner to Pro.
Bring your current set of clubs in for a FREE Club Analysis.
We look forward to seeing you!

NEW XLD DRIVERS AND XLF FAIRWAY WOODS

XLD Drivers
Designed for a wide range of players
With a classic profile and sleek modern look the XLD Driver

hits the bulls-eye in outstanding performance.

Low spin rate for more distance
Maximum forgiveness
Solid sound
High energy rebound from the Titanium face
inserts
Wide range of lofts

XLD Driver

Stop in and find out if this is the perfect driver for you!

XLF Fairway Woods
The perfect companions to the XLD Drivers
Matching the stealth 'midnight black' look of the XL
Drivers, the XL Fairway Woods will get you to the green.
Low face profile for high launch angle
Slightly closed face for straight trajectory
Builds shot consistency

XLF Fairway
Wood

Solid feel & sound
Right Hand: #3, #4, #5, #7, #9
Left Hand: #3, #4, #5, #7
This club offers confidence from set up to follow through and assured to be a big "hit"!

WHAT'S "GAPPING"?
THE DISTANCE GAME
You have probably noticed how the major brand golf companies are claiming their
irons as the "longest ever". One company in particular started this trend and the rest
have had to follow suit. They have done this simply by taking a 6 iron head and
stamping it as a 7. Some even make the "7 iron" a "6 iron" length. The big question is
WHY???
Lowering the lofts will make a golf club go farther - but it will also make the golf club
more difficult to control. Remember the old 4 iron you had trouble getting in the air?
Well that now says 5 on it and you can't get that club in the air either. Another useless
club in your bag.
Let's take a look at what an iron is supposed to do. Very simply, an iron is designed to
hit the ball a specific distance, at a specific target, with accuracy. If you cannot reach
the target, take one more club (hopefully a KZG custom fitted club) and you can reach

it.
The important part of being fit for your irons is so that each iron gives you a specific
distance...we call this "gapping". It really doesn't matter what the number says on the
bottom of the club. What matters is that the club consistently goes the same
distance every time...just as you expect it to do.
If you are having difficulty hitting your irons with consistency come see us at KZG in
Palm Desert or go to your nearest KZG clubfitter and get yourself correctly fitted for
your set of irons.

FREE SEMINARS

Friday - May 13, 2016 @ 1pm:
DID YOU KNOW YOUR MIND IS CONTROLLING YOUR GOLF GAME!
The very dynamic Dr. Lynn Beasley will discuss how positive
thinking can really help improve your game.
Come join Dr. Lynn Beasley for an hour of the best quick fix for
Dr. Lynn Beasley

your game. You will learn easy mind techniques to get into the
"zone" and shave strokes off your game.

Friday - May 20, 2016 @ 1pm:
HIT THE BALL FARTHER WITH NO PAIN OR STRAIN!
Tony Rathstone, Amazon best-selling author of Golf Instantly
Better will provide a mental process which will instantly allow you
to hit the ball farther and straighter - pain free!

Tony

Tony's "PLAY BALL" process allows you to flow into and play

Rathstone

better than you ever thought possible.

Friday - May 27, 2016 @ 1pm:
LOVE GOLF? But think you have physical limitations?
THINK AGAIN
Biomechanics specialist Dr. Lynn Beasley will get you up
and golfing in no time. So many golfers put restrictions on
themselves, cut back on their game, and slowly lose their
Dr. Lynn Beasley

movement capabilities.
Come learn on how to work on the "upward spiral"....positive
thinking, overcoming physical obstacles. Come see for
yourself how you can change it all and SWING AROUND

YOUR LIMITATIONS.

Friday - June 3, 2016 @ 1pm:
SOLID CONTACT = IRON CONSISTENCY
Former Tour player and British PGA Professional Brad Whalen
will demonstrate how you can control your distances by making
more solid contact with the ball. Please bring your #7 iron so that
you can test for yourself the control you can master ... and you

Brad Whalen

will be able to test other irons that fit you and your swing style even better!

HOLE IN ONE CLUB
Jennifer Shamlock made her first hole in one at The
Citrus using her KZG LCB #9 iron fitted by Brad
Whalen one week after getting her new KZG clubs.
Her fitter Brad Whalen coincidentally made a hole in
one the same week at The First Tee, hole #2 using a
KZG ME pitching wedge.
Congrats to both!!

GOLF JOKE OF THE MONTH
Husband and wife were playing in the mixed foursomes. He hit a great drive down the
middle - she sliced the second shot into a bunch of trees. Unfazed he played a brilliant
recovery shot which went onto the green a yard from the pin. She poked at the putt
and sent it five yards beyond the pin. He lined up the long putt and sank it. To his wife
he said, "We'll have to do better. That was a bogey five."
"Don't blame me," she snapped, "I only took two of them."
Hope to see you soon!
Cheers,
Jennifer & Bruce
Owners
KZG Performance Center
42829 Cook Street #102
Palm Desert, CA 92211
760-341-2222 / 800-200-8800
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